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‘Namgis Council

Chief Debra Hanuse

Council:

Barbara Cranmer
Sharon Gordon
Carole Perrault

Kelly Speck
Greg Wadhams

Bill Wasden
Brian Wadhams

Robert Mountain
Art Shaughnessy

Administrator:
George Speck 

Assistant Adminstrator:
Verna Ambers

Band Office: 250-974-5556

Toll Free:  1-888-9NAMGIS
(1-888-962-6447)

Fax:  250-974-5900

Hours of Operation:
Monday to Friday
8am to 4:30pm

Based on a foundation of 
culture, the ‘Namgis First 
Nation Council will strive 
to create a self-governing, 

prosperous, healthy 
community with a strong, 
self-sustaining economy so 
that every member has the 
opportunity to achieve their 

highest potential.

THEFT
BE CAREFUL THAT YOU’RE NOT PURCHASING 

STOLEN PROPERTY

  A smokehouse on our reserve had its door kicked in and sockeye      
  salmon was stolen.

  400 long lining fish hooks were stolen from a member’s fishing boat

  John Macko is offering a $50 reward for information regarding the 
  stolen fish hooks.  If you have any information regarding these thefts, 
  please drop by and see John or call him at 250-974-5533.

CRIME STOPPERS encourages members of the 
community to assist local law enforcement 
agencies in the fight against crime by 
overcoming the two key elements that inhibit 
community involvement; fear and apathy.

CRIME STOPPERS provides a 24hour 
telephone number and secure Web Tips 
to encourage citizens in the community to 
volunteer vital information helpful to law 
enforcement agencies to fight against crime.

CRIME STOPPERS NUMBER 
1-800-222-8477

We guarantee your anonymity, 
you will not have to appear 
in court and you might be 
eligible to receive a cash 
reward if your tip leads to an 
arrest or the recovery of stolen 
property.

REPORT CRIME
  When you’re less important than a drug habit, theft can be the result.  
  There are many addicts who steal from people they know and care
  about; people they work with; people they live with; family & friends. 
  The theft could be minor and include money or leftover medications. 
  The theft could also be major, as the person might raid bank accounts, 
  grab credit cards, take jewellry or commit forgery. 

  Majority of people who have addictions are in denial. They have no idea 
  how much their addictions might be hurting friends, family members and 
  other people the addict loves. 

  Crimes among family members often go unreported. 

  Filing a police report might result in the arrest of the person you love 
  but, this could be the step they need to get help.

  You are not doing the addict any favors by keeping silent.  
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Message from Chief Debra Hanuse and
Report on Annual General Meeting
Greetings ‘Namgis:
  
In this edition of Kala’mas, I would like to report on our Annual General Meeting (AGM) and on 
the draft legal and political strategy tabled with members at the AGM.

Annual General Meeting
The ‘Namgis First Nation AGM was held on November 1-2, 2014 at Alert Bay.  Over 100 
‘Namgis members attended the meeting and another 15 members participated on-line.  
The purpose of an AGM is to share information and report on progress made in achieving 
goals. An AGM also provides members with an opportunity to raise issues and seek answers to 
questions.

The administration, community health, community development, education and natural resource 
departments reported on activities undertaken and issues addressed over the past year.  
However, due to a full agenda and a high volume of questions, there was no time to deliver 
reports to members on economic development, the work of the Constitution Working Group 
and the community engagement process on the Agreement in Principle that was undertaken 
earlier this year. Nor was there time to report on the community engagement process that 
we are developing to seek your input on a multi-generational vision, goals and objectives for 
our nation.  We clearly need to hold more information sessions throughout the year to share 
information with members. 
  
The auditor presented the 2013-2014 audited financial statements to members at the AGM 
and responded to questions.   While a motion to conduct a forensic audit of the ‘Namgis First 
Nation’s operations for the past 20 years was defeated by members, members did call for 
fuller disclosure and transparency, particularly in regard to own source revenues derived from 
band businesses.  Although own source revenues are reported in the annual audited financial 
statements, they are set out in several schedules, which makes it difficult to see at a glance 
how these revenues have been spent by Council on behalf of members.  I will seek the support 
of Council to direct the administration to prepare a financial statement for members that 
consolidates and summarizes all own source revenues received and spent by Council on behalf 
of ‘Namgis members.

At the AGM, legal advisor Eric Woodhouse provided a summary of the Supreme Court of 
Canada’s decision in Tsilhqot’in, where the court, for the first time in Canadian history, declared 
that a First Nation has Aboriginal title to 1750 square kilometres of land.  I presented a draft 
legal and political strategy directed towards maximizing the leverage that has been afforded 
to First Nations in BC as a result of the Tsilhqot’in decision.  We will be holding a two-day 
assembly before March 31, 2015 to discuss next steps for protecting and advancing our 
Aboriginal title and rights in light of the Tsilhqot’in decision.

Council:  (L to R):    
Barb Cranmer, Greg Wadhams, Brian Wadhams, Art Shaughnessy, Sharon Gordon, Chief Debra Hanuse, Bill 
Wasden, Kelly Speck, Carole Perrault & Robbie Mountain
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In addition to the numerous questions asked by members following each presentation, more 
than one-hundred written questions were also submitted to Council by members. We will be 
providing written responses to these questions over the next couple of months.  We clearly 
need a process for Council to respond to questions from members throughout the year, as 
members should not have to wait until the AGM to seek answers to questions.  

We will be developing a code of conduct or ground rules for future community meetings. Our 
goal is to create a safe and effective forum for discussion of issues by ‘Namgis members. 
    
Draft Legal and Political Strategy 
I also wish to say a few words about the draft legal and political strategy that we tabled with 
members at the AGM. As noted previously, the strategy was developed in response to the 
Supreme Court of Canada’s June 26, 2014 decision in Tsilhqot’in.

History of Denial and the Tsilhqot’in Game Changer
Crown-First Nation relations in BC over the past 150 years have been described by many as a 
relationship based on denial. This policy of denial can be traced back to early statements made 
by colonial leaders such as Joseph Trutch, the first Lieutenant Governor of BC, who said “The 
Indians really have no right to the lands they claim, nor are they of any actual value or utility 
to them; I cannot see why they should either retain these lands to the prejudice of the general 
interests of the Colony, or be allowed to make a market of them either to the Government or 
to individuals.”

More recent examples of the Crowns’ denial policies can be found in court pleadings where the 
federal and provincial governments, in response to litigation with First Nations, routinely deny 
the existence of Aboriginal title and rights.  Other evidence of Canada and BC’s policy of denial 
can be found in limited treaty mandates and through laws and policies that do not provide 
for the recognition of our Aboriginal title and rights. The Tsilhqot’in decision, by demonstrating 
that Aboriginal title can be proven, will make it increasingly challenging for the federal and 
provincial governments to continue with their policies of denial.

In Tsilhqot’in, the Court also ruled that where Aboriginal title has been declared, the consent 
of the Aboriginal title holder is required before any development can occur on Aboriginal title 
lands. Even where Aboriginal title is not yet proven, the Court encourages the Crown to seek 
the consent of Aboriginal title holders to proposed developments.  The consequences of failing 
to do so are significant. Where the Crown fails to obtain consent before Aboriginal title is 
proven, decisions of statutory decision makers can be overturned and the Crown can be sued 
for damages.  

For the reasons set out above, the Tsilhqot’in decision has been described by many as a game 
changer.  

‘Namgis members
Singers opening AGM
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‘Namgis Goals and Objectives

Our goals and objectives have always been to protect our Aboriginal title and rights. We also 
want to share in the economic benefits derived from development of our lands, waters and 
resources. We also have a strong interest in managing or participating in the management of 
the lands, waters and resources within our traditional territory.  The Tsilhqot’in decision has 
arguably provided us, and all First Nations throughout this province, with greater leverage to 
achieve these objectives.

Options for Achieving our Goals and Objectives
Negotiation, litigation and exercising our inherent jurisdiction through the enactment of our 
own laws and policies are among the options available to us to achieve these goals and 
objectives. There are many different views and preferences among our members about how 
we should proceed. Some members would like us to resume treaty negotiations with Canada 
and BC. Others would like us to begin exercising our jurisdiction over our Aboriginal title 
lands. And others would like us to go to court to prove the existence of our Aboriginal title. 
 
Next Steps
This is a critical period in our history.  In order to maximize the leverage afforded to us 
by the Tsilhqot’in decision, we need to take the time to fully assess the implications of this 
decision. Without this assessment, we will not have the information that we require in order 
to make an informed decision about next steps.  

In order to make an informed decision about next steps, we need to examine all of the 
evidence that we have gathered to date to prove the existence of our Aboriginal title, run 
this evidence through the updated test for proving Aboriginal title set out in the Tsilhqot’in 
decision, and if necessary, gather more evidence to strengthen our case. This process of 
examining our evidence in light of the updated Aboriginal title test in Tsilhqot’in is called a 
“strength of claim analysis.”  

We will be engaging legal counsel to develop terms of reference for the strength of claim 
analysis.  Once we have the terms of reference for the strength of claim analysis completed, 
we will seek estimates from experienced lawyers and law firms for completing this work.   
We will present all of this information to ‘Namgis members at the two-day assembly on the 
Tsilhqot’in decision that we will hold before March 31, 2015.

There is great strength in unity.  Working together, we can be a formidable force. 

AGM

Fifi, Florrie & Emma Geri, Eliz, Doug & Jim
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Authentic Indigenous Arts
The idea of protecting our traditional art 
forms is nothing new…in fact, we all have 
grandparents; aunts; uncles; and other relatives 
who worked diligently over the years to make 
sure our traditional art forms were passed from 
one generation to the next with the utmost of 
care and respect.

But in the past 40 years or so, there has 
been an ever-increasing trend that involves the 
appropriation of Indigenous art work without 
the consent of the artist, and without any form 
of remuneration to the artist.  

In some cases, the situation is that of outright 
copyright infringement, while in other instances, 
artists are convinced to enter into written 
agreements that allow use of their artwork by 
a producer or manufacturing company.  The 
problem is that many of these agreements 
include clauses that clearly state the artist 
will not receive any royalty payments, but 
will instead receive small numbers of product 
samples that include their artwork.

Unfortunately, this has become so commonplace 
that distributors, galleries, and collectors have 
come to regard these business practices as the 
‘standard arrangement’ or ‘standard agreement’.  
The fact is - while this may be their standard - 
it is not ours.  

Authentic Indigenous Arts is a new initiative 
designed to challenge these kinds of situations 
head-on. We have created an authenticity-
labeling system that begins to address our 
current reality, while continuing to develop 
longer-term solutions to the appropriation and 
unfair business practices that have impacted our 
artists and our communities.

Briefly, the Authentic Indigenous Arts labeling 
system is designed to inform consumers about 
the different kinds of Indigenous artworks and 
art products sold in various galleries, gift shops 
and other retail outlets.  If the artwork or 
product carries the Authentic Indigenous Arts 
label, it means that the work or the product 
falls within one of the three ‘tiers’ or categories 
we’ve designed.

Tier 1 products are designed, produced and 
distributed by Indigenous artists or businesses 
(examples include carvings, hand-made jewelry, 

textiles, paintings etc.). In this tier, the artist is in 
full control of creating the work and selling the 
work.

Tier 2 products are designed, approved and 
distributed by Indigenous artists but may 
be produced by non-Indigenous people or 
businesses. (Examples include t-shirts that the 
artist designs, but has someone else print; mugs, 
some jewelry, art cards, posters etc.). In this 
tier the artist creates a design but may hire a 
business to replicate the work so it can be sold 
more widely. The artist is also in full control of 
selling the work.

Tier 3 products bear the artwork of an 
Indigenous artist who has been fairly 
compensated for their work and has also 
approved of the final design. The producer 
and/or distributor need not be of Indigenous 
ancestry. (Examples include mass-produced items 
found in many galleries, gift shops and retail 
outlets, such as travel mugs, scarves, shoes, 
gumboots etc.). In this tier, the artist still creates 
the design, but enters into a written agreement 
that allows another company (usually called 
a producer or manufacturer) to make various 
products and to wholesale those products to 
retailers.  The agreement must include fair 
payment to the artist, and the artist has the 
final say on which products his or her design 
may appear on. 

In all three tiers, the artist is at the centre of all 
transactions, and control over the artwork shifts 
from the producer and retailer back to the 
artist.

The Authentic Indigenous Arts initiative involves 
Indigenous artists, galleries/gift shops and other 
retailers, and producers working cooperatively 
to better inform consumers (i.e., truth in 
advertising) so they can make informed choices 
when purchasing Indigenous artworks or art 
products.

One of our first priorities is to raise awareness 
around the importance of the artistic traditions 
of our communities, and to ensure our artists 
are being paid fairly and treated fairly in their 
transactions with businesses.  In doing so, we 
can help to ensure the integrity of our artistic 
traditions are maintained and transferred to our 
next generation of artists.
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Election
 An election for FIVE (5) ‘Namgis Councillors positions will be held, Friday, December 12, 2014.

   ALL CANDIDATES MEETING: NOVEMBER 25, 2014  6:00PM @ Rec. Centre
   ADVANCE POLL:  NOVEMBER 28, 2014  9:00am – 9:00pm
   ELECTION DATE:  DECEMBER 12, 2014  9:00am – 9:00pm

‘NAMGIS BAND COUNCILLORS TERMS EXPIRING:

  Barbara Coreen Cranmer  Robert Steven Mountain
  Carole Lynn Perrault  Arthur Larry Shaughnessy
  Brian Wayne Wadhams

CANDIDATES:
    George William Alfred    Arthur Dick        Norine Elaine Smith
    Gerald Arthur Alfred  Stanley Earl Hunt            Steven John Alexander Smith
    Stephen William Brotchie     Donald Victor Isaac       Francis Dixon Taylor
    Barbara Coreen Cranmer Robert Steven Mountain       Brian Wayne Wadhams
    William Turner Cranmer Arthur Larry Shaughnessy       Benjamin James Wilson

As the initiative proceeds, we will also work 
with communities on other important issues that 
have been brought to our attention by artists – 
these include:

• Re-establishing traditional arts mentorship/ 
apprenticeship systems; transferring traditions 
from one generation to the next
• Establishing benchmarks for determining an 
artist’s career path – emerging to professional
• Accessing funding for community arts 
collectives and for community arts projects
• Having a collective voice to advocate for 
Indigenous artists’ individual and collective rights 
(ensuring Indigenous artists have the same 
access to programs and services as other artists 
in Canada)

Each of these issues will be defined differently 
by each respective First Nation according to 
their artistic and cultural traditions…the role 
of Authentic Indigenous Arts will be to help 
facilitate these discussions (where we are invited 
to do so), and to work with communities 
to ensure our work complements that of 
communities.

There is much work to be done, but it is 
very rewarding work indeed! We are already 
receiving a great deal of support from 
individuals and companies who have made a 
commitment to only buy products that carry 
the Authentic Indigenous Arts label!  This has 
inspired several producers to re-negotiate their 
agreements to ensure royalty payments will be 
paid to the artists.

It is an exciting time, and as many have told 
me – long overdue!  

I wish to thank all the Kwakwaka’wakw artists 
who have already signed up and added their 
name and artist profile to our website, and 
I encourage any artists who may still have 
questions about the initiative to contact me any 
time – I’m happy to answer any questions you 
may have.

I would also like to acknowledge and thank 
Shain Jackson from Sechelt Nation and Tamara 
Goddard from Saulteaux Nation for inviting me 
to work with them on this important initiative.  
Shain and Tamara have done a great deal of 
work over the past four years to make this 
initiative a reality.  

I also wish to acknowledge and thank 
Aboriginal Tourism BC (AtBC) for believing in 
this initiative, and including it as an integral part 
of their organization’s authenticity programs. 
Through the generous support of AtBC, 
Authentic Indigenous Arts was officially launched 
on October 8, 2014, and has already captured 
the interest of visitors and tourism operators 
around the globe! 

I look forward to continuing the good work 
with our artists, and seeing many more 
successes in the near future! 

Gilakas’la!
Lou-ann Ika’wega Neel - Program Coordinator
Authentic Indigenous Arts 
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Behind the Mask Behind the Logo - Seattle Seahawks
A Kwakwaka’wakw transformation mask which was, undoubtedly, the 

inspiration for the first logo of the Seattle Seahawks football team 
will soon be on display at the Burke Museum of Natural History 
and Culture in Seattle.

Bruce Alfred was invited to examine the transformation mask that 
was behind the Seattle Seahawks logo.

In 1970, a photo of the mask was used to create the Seattle 
Seahawks logo. This was largely forgotten until last year when Burke 
Ethnologist Dr. Robin K. Wright was teaching an art history class. Wright 
called her former professor, Northwest native art historian Bill Holm who 
quickly found the photo. This was blogged about and they got a call about 
it from the Hudson Museum in Maine. They thought of ways to borrow the 
mask so they could bring it back to Seattle for all the Seahawks fan to see 
the original mask that inspired the logo.  The Hudson Museum agreed to 
lend the mask to the Burke.

Bruce states there’s a certain amount of pride knowing the Seahawks logo 
was inspired by a Kwakwaka’wakw mask. 

BC Hydro came to the Lawrence Ambers Recreational 
Centre to present their two Power Smart programs. 
These programs are set to help low income 
households save energy and money. Eligibility is 
based on account verification, housing type and 
income qualification.

Energy Saving Kit Program 
Power Smart’s free energy saving kit for low-income 
households offers products and tips to help save 
energy and money and make your home more 
comfortable. Kits contain simple, easy-to-install items 
such as compact fluorescent bulbs and weather 
stripping for all housing types. 

Energy Conservation Assistance Program 
Need help installing your energy-saving products? For 
eligible low-income households, this program offers 
a free home energy assessment, personalized energy 
coaching and contractor-installed upgrades to help 
save electricity and money – all at no cost to you.
In addition to cutting electricity use and costs, 
energy-efficiency improvements may also increase the 
value and comfort of a home. 

Get a free home energy evaluation, products and 
advice

Improve the comfort and efficiency of your home, 
free of charge. In partnership with BC Hydro 
Power Smart and FortisBC, the Energy Conservation 
Assistance Program (ECAP) provides qualified* low-
income BC Hydro and FortisBC residential account 
holders with free:
• Personalized home energy evaluation.
• Installation of energy saving products by a 

qualified contractor.

• Personalized energy efficiency advice to help you 
create a more comfortable home for your family.

This program is available to both renters and home 
owners in detached houses, townhouses, duplexes 
and mobile homes, with the installation of energy 
saving products that may include:
• energy saving light bulbs
• faucet aerators for the kitchen and bathroom
• water-saving showerheads
• water heater pipe wrap
• door weather-strip

Some homes may also qualify for:
• ENERGY STAR® refrigerator
• attic, wall or crawlspace insulation

Every home is different. Your evaluator will determine 
which energy efficiency upgrades your home is 
eligible for. The installation of some products may 
require multiple visits.

Who qualifies:
• Households in detached houses, duplexes, 

townhouses, mobile homes
• Annual household income below the income 

thresholds

Proof of income required. Households (determined 
by service address) are not eligible to receive the 
program more than once every 10 years. This offer 
is subject to change.

For further information, contact:
Agathe or Brina at 250-974-5356

Energy Conservation Assistance Program
BC Hydro Helping You Save
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Two very important rules about children:

1. Do not ask them to deal with adult issues.
2. Do not burden them with situations they cannot control.

Kwak’wala Words with Pewi Alfred
Tʼłisalagiʼlakw School Culture Teacher

Download the free 
Kwak’wala App:

http://itunes.apple.com/
ca/app/kwakwala/
id490451367?mt=8 

ba̱k̓wine’ - soul

a’ums - supernatural

baxwa̱s - people

nawalakw - supernatural

maya’a̱nł - respected one

maya’xa̱la -  respect people, land or property and yourself

ni’nox̱sola - wise people

nox̱sola - wise person

  Kwakwaka’wakw Teachings

  Honor your family-whatever you do reflects on them and what you have learned from 
  them.

  Respect yourself-to respect others you must first, respect yourself.

  Obey your Elders- to gain wisdom, you have to stop and listen.

  Watch what you say-once your words come out of your mouth you cannot take them 
  back and they will always come full-circle back to you.

  Always Speak the truth-if you lie you will be labeled as “Tłik̕was” (liar) and no one will 
  ever believe in you.

  Do not take what is not yours-if you steal then you will be branded as “Galut̕łlikw” (thief) 
  and never trusted.

  Share-give of yourself to family and friends, this is what our culture is based on.

  Cherish-the land, our Ancestors were blessed with it and it has sustained us from the 
  beginning of time.

  Friendship- is the best thing you can be to someone else is a friend.

  Have gratitude- remember to give thanks especially to our Creator for everything that 
  we have.
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Sergeant William McDougall, CD
Sergeant William (Billy) McDougall, T̓łaḵwag̱a̱ma’yi 
"Head of All Coppers", ‘Namgis. Was born in 
Burnaby, British Columbia, but grew up in Alert Bay 
with his parents Edward and Diane McDougall. He 
joined the Canadian Forces at the Recruit Center 
in Victoria, British Columbia and started his Military 
Career in the fall of 1988 at the Canadian Forces 
Recruit School in Cornwallis, Nova Scotia.  Upon 
completion of his Basic Training and Basic Engineer 
qualifications in Chilliwack, B.C., he was then posted 
to One Troop, 2 CER in Petawawa, Ontario.  

As a Sapper in One Troop he successfully completed 
the basic parachutist course conducted at the 
Canadian Airborne Centre in Edmonton, AB. He also 
obtained his driver wheeled, communication and 
store man course during this time period. Following 
the completion of these courses he became a section 
store man and later became the Troop Recce Driver 
and was awarded the Sapper of the Year for 1990.  
However, while on a Bridge Camp in 1990 he 
saw the light and transferred to the Field Engineer 
Equipment Operator (FEE Op) side of the Corps 
and in 1991 he commenced his QL5 training in 
Chilliwack B.C. 

Following completion of his QL5 FEE Op Course in 
Dec 1991, he was deployed on Op Record, the 
United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Observer Mission, as an 
equipment operator. Immediately following the Op 
Record, he went on another tour, Op Deliverance in 
Somalia, as part of the Canadian Airborne Regiment 
Contingent in 1992-93.  After the tour he was 
posted to the Canadian Airborne Regiment, where he 
was a section member in the Engineer Platoon, part 
of Combat Support Commando.

After the disbandment of the regiment in 1995, the 
Engineer element of the commando was posted back 
to 2 CER, there he began training to go to Bosnia 
as part of the Canadian Contingent Implementation 
Force in 1995-96. Sgt McDougall was also part of 
the Op Assistance, the flood relief in Winnipeg and 
Op Recuperation, the ice storm relief in Ontario and 
Quebec.  In 1998, he returned to Bosnia as part of 
the Stabilization Force (SFOR) and was employed 
as a Section Store man, MT Rep and an Equipment 
Operator.

In October 1999, he successfully completed a Grader 
Course at the Engineer School in CFB Gagetown. 
Then in 2001 he returned to Bosnia again with 
3 RCR Battle Group for Roto 8, as part of SFOR.  
In January 2002, Sgt McDougall went on a CF 
Junior Leadership Course; following the successful 
completion of the course he was then posted to the 
G3 Range Operation’s Range Maintenance Troop at 
CFB Suffield, Alberta, as an equipment operator. 

In June 2003 Sgt McDougall completed his QL5A 
Field Engineer Conversion training and in July of 2003 
was promoted to Master Corporal.  He then took 
over as the Heavy Equipment Section Commander in 

the Range Maintenance Troop. Later in May 2004; he 
successfully completed the QL6A Course at CFSME.  
Then he was promoted to the rank of Sergeant on 
15 December 2006; where he took over the Range 
Maintenance Troop as the RM WO until a suitable 
replacement could be found.

Sgt McDougall was then posted to Defence 
Research and Development Canada (DRDC) Suffield, 
in July 2007, where he worked in Detection and 
Identification Section as part of the Explosives 
Detection Group. He had the opportunity to go to 
Afghanistan in the spring of 2008 with his group 
to conduct in theatre trial with explosive detection 
equipment. On April 28, 2008, Sgt McDougall 
accepted the position of the Alberta Regional Military 
Co-Chair, for the Defence Aboriginal Advisory Group 
(DAAG). DAAG has been set up to assist in the 
recruitment, training and retention of Aboriginal 
People in the Canadian Forces. CFB Suffield hosted 
a retirement dinner at the WO/Sgt’s mess, on 
September 12th 2008, for Sgt McDougall, who 
retired after 20 years of service on September 21, 
2008.  

However, that was short lived as he joined the 
Primary Reserve Force and started back with DRDC 
Suffield. Working in the Military Engineering Section, 
where he worked in Research and Development on 
front line applications to assist and protect soldiers in 
theatre situations. He stayed as a Reservist until June 
30, 2013, and then left the armed service for good.

Currently, Sgt McDougall lives in Medicine Hat, 
Alberta with his wife, Shannon and daughter Emily.  
He is an avid golfer and enjoys playing recreational 
hockey. He is currently working as a Project 
Technologist and for Amtech Aeronautical Limited, 
doing Engineering work and managing a Test Facility 
for the Government.
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RCMP Constable Andrew Curtis
My name is Andrew Curtis and I am the 
new Constable posted to the Alert Bay RCMP 
Detachment. 

Originally from Ontario, I’ve been a police officer 
with the RCMP since 2007 and have served in 
Kelowna, Langley, and Dease Lake, British Columbia. 
Since 2003, I have also been serving in the 
Canadian Forces Primary Reserves. 

My wife, Kristine, and daughter, Hazel, are enjoying 
our time in the community and have been taking 
advantage of the beautiful scenery and trails, and 
cultural heritage and history. 

We look forward to meeting community members 
and joining in the local events.

Kuterra Ranked ‘Best Choice’

KUTERRA Land-Raised Salmon ranked "Best Choice"! 
 
KUTERRA Land-Raised Atlantic salmon has received the top 
sustainability ranking from the world’s leading independent eco-
ranking program.

The Monterey Bay Aquarium has given KUTERRA salmon a Seafood Watch and SeaChoice 
green "Best Choice" recommendation. This also approves KUTERRA salmon for the 
Vancoouver Aquarium’s Ocean Wise program.

The announcement of this very important validation of the sustainability of raising Atlantic 
salmon on land in recirculating aquaculture systems was made just now in Vancouver at 
Aquaculture Innovation Workshop #6, to an audience of more than 180 salmon farmers, 
aquaculture engineers, investors, and environmental representatives from around the world.  

KUTERRA is 100% owned by the ’Namgis First Nation and SOS is a Project Partner, working 
to catalyze a world-class land-based closed containment industry as a sustainable alternative 
to farming Atlantic salmon in direct contact with the marine environment. 

Thank you for your role in making KUTERRA a reality - Canada’s first land-raised Atlantic 
salmon, now ranked as a "Best Choice" for environmental sustainability. 

Eric Hobson
President, The SOS Marine Conservation Foundation
Vice-Chair, KUTERRA LP.
www.saveoursalmon.ca/support
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Shop Locally
Do your shopping with local merchants. More of your money stays close to home. 
   
      Our community excels when it comes to fundraising for many different groups/events such 
as sports teams, athletes, health needs, Christmas food hampers & kids parties. Our local businesses 
donate to these fundraisers for our community. Let’s give back and keep the money flowing in our 
community.

U’mista Cultural Centre   250-974-5403
Alert Bay Drugstore   250-974-5712
Culture Shock    250-974-2484
Rona/Shop Rite    250-974-2777
Art Loft     www.alertbayartists.org
Robin’s Eye Photography  250-974-2700
Numas One Stop Shop   250-974-2728   22 Gatu
Video Store    250-974-8525
Scentsy with Consuela   250-974-3897
Regal with Emmanette   250-974-2614
Scentsy with Hazel   250-974-3891
Avon, Partylite & Tupperware  250-974-5736  Anne

Many great gift ideas with all the businesses. Come and check them out.

Gift Certificates available with each business. 
     Everyone likes to receive gift certificates

Order some grub:

• Cook Shack  250-974-0004
• Bayside  250-974-3101
• Emma’s Take Out 250-974-2614 

  Pick up some snacks/goodies:

     • Kelly’s
     • Pearlie’s
     • Numas One Stop Shop

 Gift Certificates available at the ‘Namgis Gas Station
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Membership/Database
It is very important that we 
have all ‘Namgis members 

contact information. 

If you have recently moved 
or changed your phone 

number, please provide us 
with your updated contact 

information (mailing 
address, email address and 
phone).  If you have family 
members who have moved, 
changed phone numbers, 

please ask them to contact 
us to provide their updated 

information. 

Gina Wadhams
Ph. 250-974-5556

ginaw@namgis.bc.ca

K̕ala’mas Submissions

Communications Office is accepting 
submissions for the newsletter. 

All articles submitted, undergo a 
review process. 

Article submission cannot exceed 
500 words. If an article exceeds 500 

words, it will be returned without 
review. 

We cannot guarantee that all material 
will be placed in a newsletter.

Submissions and/or questions can be 
sent to Gina at:

ginaw@namgis.bc.ca

National Day of Remembrance & Action on  
Violence Against Women

The National Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence Against Women, also known 
informally as White Ribbon Day, is a day commemorated in Canada each December 6, the 
anniversary of the 1989 École Polytechnique massacre, in which armed student Marc Lépine 
murdered fourteen women 
and injured ten others in the name of “fighting feminism”. The commemoration date was 
established by the Parliament of Canada in 1991. The legislation was introduced in the 
House of Commons as a private member’s bill by Dawn Black, Member of Parliament for 
New Westminster-Burnaby, British Columbia, and received all-party support.

Canadian flags on all federal buildings – including the Peace Tower on Parliament Hill in 
Ottawa, Ontario – are flown at half-mast on December 6. Canadians are encouraged to 
observe a minute of silence on December 6 and to wear a white ribbon (or a purple 
ribbon) as a commitment to end violence against women.

We will be having our annual walk on December 5, 2014 at 5 pm

We will walk from the Town Square to the ‘Namgis Health Center where hot chocolate, tea 
& cookies will be served.

Please come out and walk with us to show your support.

Victim Services/Family Violence

Tʼłisalagiʼlakw School 
Job Openings

  Job Openings are:

• Custodial position
• Uncertified Teacher on Call
• Teacher on Call
• Learning Assistant on Call

  For full job postings:

 ~ Check the website:  
            www.namgis.bc.ca

 ~ Check the following Facebook pages:

  Namgis First Nation Members; or
  Namgis First Nation 


